An individual patient comparison of response to a memory training program--psychogenic V organic amnesia: brief report.
Psychogenic amnesia ("dissociative amnesia" in DSM-IV) has received relatively little attention in the literature. We compared neuropsychological and behavioral findings between a patient with psychogenic amnesia and one with organic amnesia from their early stages in a rehabilitation program. A 52-yr-old man developed anterograde and retrograde amnesia and short-term memory disturbance 1 mo after an operation for esophageal carcinoma, with no loss of personal identity and information. No apparent organic causes were identified, but because the patient and his wife rejected psychiatric treatment and memory deficit characteristics were compatible with that of an organic origin, the patient was referred to a physiatrist. A 46-yr-old man with anterograde amnesia was diagnosed with limbic encephalitis based on findings of magnetic resonance imaging and single-photon emission computed tomography, which showed lesions in both medial temporal lobes. Both patients underwent "memory book" training because they showed preserved performance in motor learning tasks. The first patient's responses to training contrasted with the other's and were indicative of psychogenic amnesia, with cancer representing a precipitating stress. Counseled by the physiatrist, the patient and his wife accepted suggestions to undergo psychiatric treatment. We propose that it is important to consider behavioral responses to memory rehabilitation as well as neuropsychological findings in differentiating psychogenic amnesia from an organic one and that physiatrists may be pivotal in diagnosing and initiating treatment in such psychiatric disorders.